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Global Online Gaming

1 Summary
The Gaming Industry is undergoing dramatic changes,
ultimately driven by consumers. The free-to-play
(F2P) business model, the increasing popularity of
smartphones and iPads and a consistent growth of
emerging markets, have pushed the number of F2P and of
paying players, the time spent gaming, up tremendously.
Money follows these early growth indicators,
illustrated by a healthy global growth rate of 7%.
Positive developments, which attract and
inspire new companies, to surpass traditional
publishers; Majong, Supercell and Wargaming
are great examples of games each of which
generated over $200m dollars a year.
This whitepaper looks into online gaming,
real-money gambling and the consistent
growth of social casino – a sector which has
been formed through convergence between
the video games and online gambling industry,
aided by the popularity of social networks
and increased adoption of mobile and tablet
devices as gaming platforms. We look at how
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this industry has emerged, and discuss the
regulatory restrictions placed on the gambling
sector by various governments around the
world, explaining how social casino, free from
such restrictions, can flourish where gambling
cannot.

We also look at how the social
casino sector is maturing, partly
driven by increased competition and
the launching of more products
motivating larger organizations
to compensate for their lack of a
social casino offering, by making
acquisitions in the sector.
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Social casino

Two worlds collide: traditional and real-money gaming
converge in the race for social-casino

MMO
SOCIAL
NETWORKS
MOBILE

$66BN

YOY GROWTH:

+7%

TRADITIONAL
GAMING

KEY DRIVER
“SALES”
HIGHER
AVERAGE
REVENUE PER
PAYING PLAYER

KEY DRIVER
“MARKETING”
TRAFFIC
CONVERSION
TO REAL-MONEY

REAL-MONEY
GAMING

$125BN

YOY GROWTH:

+6%

ONLINE
CASUAL
CONSOLE
PC/MAC

SOCIAL
CASINO
GAMING

$ 1.7BN

YOY GROWTH

>25%

Source: Newzoo /SuperData/IBIS World

The online gambling
industry took off in
1994, when Antigua and
Barbuda passed the Free
Trade and Processing
Act, allowing companies
interested in offering
online gambling, to
apply for a license. A key
growth sector emerged,
for retail operators
looking to diversify
their reach. A lot of new
competitors emerged,
such as Sportingbet
and PokerStars, while
PAYVISION

Bet365 sold off its retail
operations to become an
online-only operator.
While many companies have enjoyed huge
success as part of what is today a $30bn
industry, online gambling is restricted to several
key regulated territories in Europe – where
regulated markets include the United Kingdom,
France, Italy, Spain and Denmark – grey
markets like Asia and Australia (where egaming
is banned outright or heavily restricted) and
black markets such as the United States, where
states like Delaware, New Jersey and Nevada
have begun to regulate the sector.
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Online gambling works on the basis that
operators (the companies which provide online
gambling services) gain income by taking a
percentage of amounts wagered, and players
can win cash prizes. This differs from social
casino operators, which allow players to buy
chips to wager, or to pay for access to new
parts of the game to save time, without
winning real currency. As a result, revenues
are derived from selling chips to users who pay
money for the sheer enjoyment of winning. In
addition, revenue is made through advertisements. Companies gain a percentage of income
from players clicking on adverts displayed while
games load, or through promotional banners
shown during play.
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The crucial difference between
social casino and online gambling is
the fact that social casino players
do not win real money but do pay for
an enhanced gaming experience.

As a result, social casino games do
not fall under strict regulations
imposed on online gambling. On one
level, as the video games sector
moves towards the social gaming
model, it allows for developers to
boost revenues and engagement as
they move into a new sector and it
gives gambling operators greater
reach into markets from which they
previously would have been blocked.
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2 Forward
The state of the global games
industry
Global Games Market per Region
The Asia-Pacific games market grew by 17% in 2012,
now accounting for 34% of the global games market.
North America which saw a much smaller increase of 1%
also accounts for 34% of the market with Europe, the
Middle East and Africa taking 28%. Latin America which
witnessed a 14% growth in 2012 makes up 4% of global
games market.
The Global Games Market 2012 | per region
Based on combined analysis of company financials, transactional data and consumer research

ASIA-PACIFIC

4%

343M GAMERS
$22.4 BN
+17% CAGR

34%

%
34
TOTAL

967M GAMERS

$66.3BN
+7% YOY

EUROPE | MIDDLE EAST | AFRICA

359M GAMERS
$18.7 BN
+4% YOY

NORTH AMERICA

172M GAMERS
$22.5 BN
+1% YOY

28%

LATIN AMERICA

93M GAMERS
$2.7 BN
+14% YOY

Source: Newzoo 2013 Global Games Market Report
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Just as the gambling sector saw a shift from
land-based to online with the rise of the
internet, the traditional gaming sector is seeing
a similar move from physical to digital. A report
by video games market research firm DFC
Intelligence estimates that by 2017 around 39%
of console revenue will be derived from digital
distribution and online revenue sources, but
this trend may be accelerated, with SuperData
Research revealing that digital content sales
rose 39% year-on-year in January – traditionally a quieter period for commerce following the
Christmas boom.
Most intriguing perhaps is SuperData’s assertion that Electronic Arts will see revenues from
digital sales surpass those of physical goods
by the end of 2013. This highlights a trend

of players moving away from the traditional
gaming platforms and towards the online space,
and SuperData CEO Joost van Dreunen says
the shift is inevitable: “EA’s physical content
revenue has dipped below $500 million while
their digital revenue has steadily climbed.
Continuing this trend, EA’s time as a mostly
digital company is coming. And soon.”
Global Games Market per Segment
Console games account for almost
half of global games revenues,
taking 46%. MMOs are the next biggest
platform making up 20% of the games
market revenue. Casual/Social games
and Boxed/Downloaded PC games
account for 10% of the revenues each
and mobile games which grew by 30%
in 2012 claim 14% of the revenue pie.

The Global Games Market 2012 | per market segment
Based on combined analysis of company financials, transactional data and consumer research

CASUAL/SOCIAL

10%

$6.8 BN
+0% YOY

10%

2

14%
TOTAL
$66.3BN
+7% YOY

%
46

MOBILE

$9.1 BN
+30% YOY

MMOS

$13.2 BN
+15% YOY

20
%

CONSOLES

$30.8 BN
+2% YOY

PC BOXED/DOWNLOAD

$6.5 BN
-4% YOY
Source: Newzoo 2013 Global Games Market Report

This mass migration online has seen developers
experiment with various different genres, which
has naturally led to the emergence of free-toplay casino titles.
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Casino games are generally ‘stickier’
than other titles, due to the ability
to win virtual credits. Therefore, casino
games are seen as a lucrative revenue stream,
especially as these games are not subject to
legislative hurdles which affect the real-money
gambling industry. Zynga was the first operator
to launch a social casino game with Zynga’s
Texas Hold’Em Poker, which has remained the
most popular game in the genre with 6.5m
daily active users (DAU) at the time of writing,
and the success of the offering has prompted
a number of other start-ups to launch further
casino products in the space.

The success of social casino has
piqued the interest of the realmoney gambling sector and a number
of established operators either
launched offerings or are making
acquisitions to enter this profitable
sector.
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3 Origins of social
casino
The beginnings, growth and
early consolidation of the
sector
SOCIAL CASINO IN NUMBERS

$ 2.5 BN

$ 1.7 BN

VALUE OF SOCIAL CASINO
SECTOR ACROSS ALL
PLATFORMS (SOURCE:

PROJECTED VALUE OF SOCIAL
CASINO SECTOR ACROSS ALL
PLATFORMS BY 2015 (SOURCE:

SUPERDATA RESEARCH)

SUPERDATA RESEARCH)

39%

$ 500 M

LARGEST ACQUISITION
PRICE IN THE SECTOR

US SOCIAL CASINO
MARKET SHARE

(IGT-DOUBLEDOWN
INTERACTIVE)

173 MILLION

ESTIMATED NUMBER
OF SOCIAL CASINO
PLAYERS WORLDWIDE

KEY PRODUCTS BY MAU
(SOURCE: DYSTILLR):

SPORTS
64,000
USERS

SLOTS
20.67 MILLION
USERS

ROULETTE
15,000
BLACKJACK USERS
150,000
USERS
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POKER
44.55 MILLION
USERS
CASINO
13.75 MILLION
USERS

BINGO
10.69 MILLION
USERS

OTHER
17.82 MILLION
USERS
(I.E., ZYNGA SLINGO):
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While social casino’s
market share did not
overtake farming
titles until April 2012,
according to analytics
firm Kontagent, poker was
actually the first game
to go live on the Facebook
platform.
Zynga Poker went live on the social network
in July 2007, at the same time the company
renamed itself from Presidio Media with the
game remaining the company’s flagship product
and helping it become the leading developer on
Facebook with 40 million Monthly Active Users
(MAU) by April 2009. FarmVille launched in
August of the same year.
However, the success of FarmVille – it became
the first Facebook game to attract 10 million
Daily Active Users (DAU) – overshadowed
Zynga Poker, and saw Zynga focus its efforts
on growing its –Ville franchise with titles like
CityVille and FrontierVille, and the company did
not release a further casino title until January
2012.
Dedicated social casino operators did not begin
to emerge until 2009, following a 2-year gap
with with Mytopia (2006) and Product Madness
(2007) as the notable exceptions. In 2009,
numerous operators arrived in the market, with
the likes of DoubleDown, Blitzoo and Ryzing.
2009 also saw operators such as Playtika
and Buffalo Studios arrive on the scene, with
companies like DragonPlay and BitRhymes
– now Bash Gaming – launching. More importantly, in 2009 a real-money gambling operator
acquired a social casino business, when 888
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bought Mytopia in a deal worth up to US$18m
in June 2010.
This deal was unique in that there was little
further M&A movement until May 2011, when
Caesars Interactive acquired a 51% stake in
Playtika for a rumoured $90m. Paying such
a high price for a stake in a company (the
largest-ever exit for any Israeli gaming or
gambling operator) that had only been formed
18 month previously, marked the beginnings
of a huge interest in social casino. The success
of the deal is reflected in the fact that Caesars
then bought out the remaining 49% stake in
December of the same year – the same month
that Zynga went public.
This was followed by IGT’s acquisition of
DoubleDown Interactive for up to $500m in
January 2012, seen by many as the clearest
possible endorsement of social casino due to
the price – again for a company less than two
years old.
Social casino has grown to become
one of the most profitable social
games genres.
SuperData research estimates that around
173 million people – around 20% of the 800
million people playing social games – play
social casino titles, and the sector looks set to
continue growing due to a lack of regulation,
the absence of geographical and age restrictions, due to the fact that the inability to cash
out winnings, clearly separates the sector from
online gambling. Furthermore, developers’
rapid adoption of mobile has allowed
companies to reach players on any
platform, with innovative and unique
games. Apple revealed that in 2012, Zynga
Poker was the highest-grossing game in Apple’s
app store. This helps the sector appeal to a
much wider audience than egaming, which
sees around 50 million people gamble online
worldwide.
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4 Convergence
Why “social gambling” is a myth
“Social Gambling” is a myth
While the social casino player base is more than
three times larger than that of online gambling, it is
important to highlight the fact that the conversion
rates of the two sectors are noticeably different.
While online gambling operators aim to convert as high
a percentage of their site visitors to paying customers,
social casino developers only convert a very small
number of players, and for much smaller revenues.
Pull figure:
Average Revenue per User (ARPU): $0.3 –
DoubleDown Casino ARPU: €256 ($334) –
Paddy Power (online gambling operator)
For example, IGT reported that its average
revenue per user (ARPU) for DoubleDown
Casino was 30 ¢ for the three months ending
30 September 2012, whereas Paddy Power – a
leading online gambling operator – recorded
ARPU of €256 in its full-year results for 2012.
It is also difficult to benchmark conversion rates
for social casino; while Slingo CEO Rich Roberts
estimates that around 20% of his players
monetize, rates can be as low as 3%, despite
the presence of ‘whales’ – high-spending
players who are responsible for the bulk of
social casino revenues.
Social Gambling is a myth, because key
features of social casino games – the ability
to interact with other players, share wins and
send gifts, are absent in real-money games
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on the Facebook platform. These games – the
likes of Bonza Slots (Bonza Gaming), Bingo and
Slots Friendzy (Gamesys), Magic888 and Bingo
Appy (888) – are only available to UK customers
over the age of 18, and require an account to
be set up before players can access the games.
Slingo CEO Rich Roberts explains that this lack
of convergence stems from the fact that there
is no link between players who deposit to play
social casino games and those who will gamble
for cash: “We haven’t seen any correlation
between people who spend money on virtual
goods that will gamble, and people who gamble
that will spend money on virtual goods,” he
says.
“A lot of people look at the money being spent
on virtual goods and imagine that being spent
on gambling – you can’t make that comparison,”
Roberts adds.
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Does social gambling exist?
While such titles can be seen as real-money
gambling products, they should not be termed
“social gambling” games. These are not universally available to all players, and are restricted
by regulation, making them gambling on a
different platform. As they are only available
in the UK market, it is difficult to gauge their
success, but to give more of an idea of realmoney growth on Facebook we will look at
Gamesys as a point of comparison.

27,000 – The number of UK players on
Jackpotjoy Slots – Gamesys’ free-to-play social
casino game (source: Metrics Monk) – 2.6% of
its total MAU.
2,000+ – The rough estimate of MAU on its
real-money Bingo Friendzy app.
While exact MAU figures for Bingo Friendzy
are not available, its user numbers are dwarfed
by those of Jackpotjoy Slots, suggesting that
there has been little crossover – even though
users are able to access the game through
existing Jackpotjoy accounts, removing a crucial
barrier to entry. This reinforces the fact that
the core social casino player base is US-based;
suggesting that real-money gambling on Facebook will not gain traction until the US market
opens up.
It should also be noted that social casino
can drive high revenues in its own right, and
Playtika investor Gigi Levy says that this was
one of the key factors to prompt him to invest
in the sector: “When I was at 888 we started
hearing about Zynga’s poker revenues,” Levy
explains“888 was big in poker and we started
hearing numbers that we thought were crazy,
because they were not very different from the
numbers we knew from real-money gaming.”
As a result he believes that the opening up of the
US market will ultimately see companies operate
both real-money and social casino offerings in
tandem: “At the end of the day social becomes
the early funnel for real-money. In other
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words, people who are playing Zynga Poker are
not necessarily going to play real-money poker,
but their propensity to play real-money poker
is probably about 50 times higher than the
general public,” he concludes.
Going from social to real-money
Due to the heavy costs associated with technical
compliance, securing an egaming license and
implementing strict age restriction controls,
social casino operators cannot ‘flip a switch’
to launch a real-money gambling offering.
Not only are the majority of companies in the
space start-up businesses, but many still lack
the mathematicians and gambling experience
required to produce games which meet the
technical standards needed for cash gaming
products, such as a robust random number
generator.

Instead, social casino operators
have chosen to partner with egaming
operators to launch real-money
products, with Plumbee establishing
a joint venture with Sportingbet to
start Bonza Gaming; Clickfun Casino
partnering with Betway to launch
real-money slot games, and in the
highest echelon, Zynga partnering
with bwin.party for its real-money,
UK-facing Zynga Plus Poker and Zynga
Plus Casino products.

However, two key service providers have
emerged to offer a turn-key solution which
sees social casino titles integrated onto a
real-money gambling platform. Betable is
arguably the most visible, having completed
one of the biggest funding rounds of 2012 in
the technology sector, and having established
partnerships with leading social operators
including Slingo, Digital Chocolate, Mandala
Games and Big Fish, powering its iOS casino
app. Big Fish Casino remains the only operator
to have launched a game, with one company to
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have signed up to the Betable platform admitting that without first achieving critical mass
of players, there was no value in launching a
real-money solution. However, in the UK alone,
Big Fish Casino generated revenues of $38,564
from its app, featuring a real-money element.
But Betable founder and CEO Christopher
Griffin believe that his solution will lead to
closer ties between the two industries: “Realmoney and virtual currency is complimentary and operates side by side.“There are
many implementations in which combining
the two will provide the developer with great
opportunities to create new and interesting
monetization loops.”
Odobo is the other firm to have entered this
space, allowing developers to partner by integrating games onto its HTML5 gaming platform
– making the titles available across iOS, Android
and online, then offering them to real-money
operators as a third-party content provider.
This essentially allows the developers to create
a secondary revenue stream through the realmoney app alongside social casino income,
using the Odobo system to market their products, and Austria-based developer Rabcat has
already signed up to the platform.
Proof is in the product

While the online gambling
sector is heavily reliant on
third-party providers, social
casino, like the video games
sector, works predominantly
with proprietary content.

compliance standards, innovative developers
are free to (re)design and update a game.
Whereas an online gambling slot game may
look and feel exactly the same on two different
operators’ sites, social slots often include
mechanics more commonly associated with
mid-core games which retain players, despite
their inability to cash out. Titles such as Zynga
Elite Slots incorporate a character-driven,
progressive element which allows players to
‘level up’ throughout the game and spin reels
to battle different ‘boss’ characters, mixing the
sort of gameplay seen in console games with
gambling elements.
Ryan Janssen, vice president at mobile-focused
venture capital firm m8 Capital, explains that
this ability to create a sense of progression is
key to ramping up retention in social casino
titles: “When you’re using traditional gambling
mechanics, it is hard to actually reward the
player for increased play,” he says.
“I think one of the difficult things for casino
titles, from a games design perspective, is
giving players the feeling of progression,
which is one of the stickiest elements of other
genres.”

Technology is of huge
importance to social casino
operators, due to the constant
need to focus on development,
enhancement and innovation
of their products in order to
retain customers.

Perhaps the notable exception in this case is
Plumbee, which runs third-party slots, albeit
supplied through an exclusive agreement with
QuickSpin.
Despite this one high-profile – and successful –
exception, it is unlikely that third-party content
will become key to the social casino sector.
Without having to meet regulatory or technical
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5 Regulation and
ring-fencing
Why regulation continues to
hamper and a lack of regulation
opened the way for social
casino games
REGULATED MARKETS
REGULATING MARKETS

UK
ITALY
FRANCE
DENMARK
SPAIN
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
ESTONIA

GERMANY – STATE TREATY IN
PLACE BUT GOES AGAINST EU PRINCIPALS
GREECE – ESTIMATED 2013
THE NETHERLANDS –
ESTIMATED 2014 TO 2015
SWITZERLAND – ESTIMATED
2014 TO 2015
SWEDEN – ESTIMATED 2014 TO
2015
THE UNITED STATES
(INTRASTATE MODEL) – NEVADA, DELAWARE,
NEW JERSEY ALL PASS LAWS

BLACK MARKETS

SOUTH AFRICA

ASIA
NORWAY
TURKEY
CYPRUS
MIDDLE EAST

Regulation is the biggest divider
between real-money gambling and
social gaming. The inability to cash
out and the lack of cross-border
controls mean that social casino can
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reach a much wider audience than
real-money gambling. While real-money
is one of the most regulated industries in the
world, social gaming remains free from the
shackles of any form of legislation.
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In real-money terms regulation has always
been tightly crafted, monitored and enforced
in order to protect the young and vulnerable,
to prevent fraud and money laundering and
crucially, to create white markets whereby
licensed operators pay a portion of either
Gross Profits Tax (GPT) or turnover to government regulators. This is a method most widely
adopted and increasingly so by European
countries. Aside from the UK, which currently
allows operators to advertise and offer their
services to citizens via its regulated White
List of approved jurisdictions (Antigua and
Barbuda, Isle of Man, Alderney, Gibraltar and
Tasmania) as well as from other offshore locations, including Malta, all part of the European
Economic Area, a number of other EU countries
have been regulated in recent years.
The first EU countries to be regulated were Italy
(2007), France (2010), Denmark, Spain (2012)
and Belgium (2013). A number of other EU
countries such as Sweden, the Netherlands and
Switzerland are all in the midst of consultation processes, in order to determine the right
framework for their respective countries.

Even though Australia
prohibits online poker or
casino, it is a large market
for online sports betting,
with a vast array of
operators flocking to the
island.
A number of other countries, namely Greece
and Germany, have struggled to formulate
models which align with EU law. For example,
Germany’s northernmost state SchleswigHolstein chose for a more liberal legislation,
initiatives which came under pressure when
the socialist party regained local governmental
control.
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Globally, the US has remained off limits since
former President George W Bush signed in
the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement
Act (UIGEA) in September 2006, prohibiting
gambling businesses from “knowingly accepting
payments in connection with the participation of another person in a bet or wager that
involves the use of the internet and that is
unlawful under any federal or state law”. This
meant that a large number of former US-facing
sites immediately left the country with only a
few exceptions, including PokerStars and Full
Tilt. That was, until their sites were blocked by
the US Department of Justice on April 11 2011
– otherwise known as Black Friday – following a
number of indictments against select members
of these organizations.
In December 2011, the Department of Justice
altered its position on the 1961 Wire Act,
concluding that “interstate transmissions of wire
communications that do not relate to a sporting
event of contest fall outside the reach of the
legislation.” This affected a number of states,
because with state legislation approval pending,
they could theoretically offer online poker,
casino and bingo games. Since then Nevada,
Delaware and most recently, New Jersey, have
all passed laws to allow various forms of online
gambling. Nevada and New Jersey legislation
allows existing land-based casinos to act as
operators with external, private operators such
as 888 and bwin.party, which act as suppliers
for US partners.

Regulating the social gaming arena
merely remains a discussion item
during annual gaming conferences
with studios and developers, which
are currently able to offer games
to an unlimited audience. Taxing
a $3.5bn global industry is often
spoken about, but this would involve
the adaption of legal frameworks,
complex to apply and formalize.
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6 A comparison of
social casino and
real-money gambling
Operational and cultural
differences
The entrepreneurs, who founded real-money gambling
businesses, have been replaced by individuals with
experience in running publicly listed corporate entities.
High-profile examples include Coral appointing
former Alliance Boots and HBOS chief executive Andy Hornby as managing director; Paddy
Power, hiring LOVEFiLM co-founder William
Reeve as head of operations and Betfair hiring
Guinness and Diageo veteran Mark Ody as
brand director.
Due to the hierarchical, corporate structure
of egaming companies, decision-making can
become a long process, whereas social casino
operators, whose founders are still in control,
are agile and react quickly to adapt their
business in order to take advantage of new
opportunities and anticipate market changes.
Furthermore, while product is key to egaming
companies, product development is hardly a
priority – the majority of leading operators work
with a small pool of third-party developers,
leading to little differentiation or innovation in
the games they offer. On the other hand,
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social casino operators focus on the uniqueness of their product, with a heavy emphasis
on technological development; social casino
chief technology officers are often founders
or board-level executives – something very
rare in the real-money sector.
Another key difference between the sectors is
the importance of analytics to social casino.
While online gambling operators use a form
of analytics, they tend to focus more on
high-level metrics such as return on investment and revenues, whereas social casino
businesses use in-depth analysis, looking at
players’ behavior patterns, in order to determine how best to improve the user experience of their games, based on what players
click on, and when to time advertisements, how
to avoid churn and when to encourage players
to make an in-game payment.
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Social casino operators begin to use sophisticated predictive analytics tools, more commonly
associated with huge data-driven industries like
the telecommunications sector. By analyzing
data such as length of player sessions; how
players react to invitations or gifts from friends;
how they react to invitations from strangers,
and how often they transact, operators can
work out when a player is likely to spend
money.
“It’s about describing players as human beings
and making them into more than MAU and
DAU through getting to know their habits and
treating them with the sort of respect which
allows you to see their true value,” Chethan
Ramachandaran, CEO of predictive analytics
specialist Playnomics, says.

However, despite these differences, there are
some high-profile examples of online gambling
companies successfully developing social casino
offerings, for example Caesars Interactive,
which has successfully integrated and grown
Slotomania, before acquiring Buffalo Studios in
late 2012.

IGT, despite many questioning the
high cost of the deal, proved able
to successfully boost DoubleDown
Interactive, since acquiring the
business in January last year, with
MAU increasing 29% since the buyout,
while the division contributed
towards record revenues for the
service provider’s online division last
year, earning US$41.3m in the three
months, ending 31 December 2012.

The differences between the two industries’
data usage is highlighted by Plumbee CEO Raf
Keustermans when talking about hiring a data
analyst from the real-money gambling industry:
“We had just hired a data analyst from a large
gambling operator, and it was a big step up for
him, so when it comes to data I would say the
gambling companies have a lot to learn from
the social operators.”

PAYVISION
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7 Buying the
competition
eGaming

operators entering
social casino through M&A
activity

After Zynga’s difficult first year as a publicly traded
company, investor confidence in social casino has
declined significantly. Venture capital firms are less
willing to pump funds into games studios. However,
this doesn’t imply that companies with a unique or
particularly innovative product offering cannot secure
funding, but due to the nature of micro transactions
and stiff competition, a number of the profitable
businesses have already been acquired.
However, lack of investor confidence has
not entirely reduced the interest in acquisitions in the sector, with one industry investor
saying that the investment landscape is “far
from done,” and that there is likely to be a
lot of consolidation over the next two years.
While one social casino operator has previously predicted that there was the potential
for an “AOL moment” where a rapidly rising
social casino business acquires an established
real-money gambling firm, such expectations
seem to have diminished over the past year, but
Playsino CEO Brock Pierce believes there is still
room for progress in 2013:
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“I think Scientific Gaming should have looked at
Zynga as an alternative to WMS,” he says. “If I
was at Zynga I would have thought of merging
with someone like IGT as an alternative to the
DoubleDown deal. Electronic Arts, I could see
potentially doing those sorts of deals, so I think
you could see big, iconic companies coming
together, the new and the old.”

The M&A landscape has been
dominated by real-money gambling
operators and suppliers acquiring
social casino firms, with the major
examples listed below:
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Jun 2010: 888 acquires Mytopia: US$18m
(maximum consideration: $48m)
May 2011: Caesars Interactive acquires 51%
stake in Playtika: (rumored) $80-90m
Dec 2011: Caesars Interactive acquires
remaining 49% stake in Playtika: (amount
unconfirmed, but full acquisition estimated
to have cost up to $200m)
Jan 2012: IGT acquires DoubleDown Interactive: Up to $500m
Apr 2012: Playtech initially looks to acquire
social gaming developers CTXM and Viaden
Gaming from company founder Teddy Sagi:

€95m

Apr 2012: Playtech performs U-turn, cancelling acquisition of social assets to set up a
licensing agreement: €6m annual licensing
fee
May 2012: bwin.party acquires assets of
Orneon Ltd: Up to €18m in cash as part
of €40m investment to set up social
gaming division Win Interactive
Nov 2012: Aristocrat Gaming acquires Product
Madness: Up to $40m

While M&A activity has been driven
predominantly by the real-money gambling
industry purchasing social operators, there is
potential for leading media brands, looking
to monetize customers to move into the
sector. While this is more likely to be driven
by an interest in the wider games space, the
rapid emergence and growth of gambling-style
games across social and mobile platforms, is
likely to attract more attention to the social
casino sector. Recently there has even been
speculation that the comments by Yahoo’s
head of M&A Jackie Reses about two potential
“significant” acquisitions referred to Zynga.
Should these businesses move into the sector,
with the financial cloud to offer higher multiples
than the egaming brands, it could result in
market-leading operators in the sector being
snapped up.

On the other hand, this seems
unlikely, as long as Mark Pincus
retains control of the operator,
because, as one industry analyst
explained: “I think the odds of Zynga
being acquired would be higher if
Pincus didn’t have majority voting
control of the shares, but I really
don’t see it happening at this time,”
they said.

Dec 2012: Caesars Interactive acquires Buffalo
Studios: Up to $100m
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8 Increased
mobility
The importance of mobile in
the gaming sector
With the online space increasingly saturated due to the
sheer volume of games available, mobile is becoming
an increasingly important, and lucrative channel for
operators. Traditionally this has been driven by Apple’s
App Store, which offers a high level of security; quality
products and safe and effective payment solutions. This
has allowed iOS to outperform Android, with App Store
revenue for December 2012 three-and-a-half times that
of Google Play over the same month.
However, Google Play was only launched in
early March 2012, after its predecessor, the
Android Marketplace, failed to monetize effectively, prompting the search giant to fold several
entertainment stores, such as Google Bookstore
and Google Music, into one dedicated portal.
Such difficulties in monetization have plagued
Android games as well as its app stores. This
has been blamed in part on a high level of
game piracy across the platform and a lack
of secure and integrated payment solutions
– though this issue is being addressed with
improved operating systems such as the Jelly
Bean 4.2 upgrade – due to less strict quality
control over app publishing.

PAYVISION

Clickfun Casino CTO Daniel Fiske comments:
“The stark difference between iOS and Android
is how stringent Apple is regarding the submission process. It ultimately shows up in the
uniform quality of software in the iTunes store,
but results in a considerably longer submission
process.”
As a result, there has been an increase in the
number of mobile-first operators to emerge,
and while Android is seen as one of the most
difficult platforms to monetize, the majority
of these have focused on that platform.
Tel Aviv-based Dragonplay has been able to
establish itself as a force in the sector with its
Live Hold’em Pro product, with Bash Studios
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reported revenues of around US$55m in 2012,
driven by the strong performance of its Bingo
Bash game, which is one of the top-grossing
apps on Google Play and iPad.

This could force operators to invest heavily in
mobile development in order to keep up with
the market-leaders, and Dan Wiegenfeld, CEO
of Best Casino operator Diwip, believes that
this will put extra pressure on operators to
develop cross-platform offerings: “I think we’ve
already started to see real cross-platform
applications emerging in 2012, but I think
that it will be a key issue in 2013. You’ll
have to be almost everywhere; on all mobile
platforms including Windows 8; on all tablets of
all sizes, and you’ll have to support all devices,
which is especially difficult if you have multiple
games,” he says.

“Back in 2011, most social casino games were
simple ports and we saw an opportunity to
innovate – we realized the future was multidevice,” Bash Gaming CEO Summit Gupta
explained, and since then many operators have
also successfully launched products on iOS,
notably Zynga, Playtika and Big Fish Casino,
proving that mobile is a key driver of social
casino.

Key devices:
•
•
•
•
•

iPhone
iPad
Samsung Galaxy SIII
Google Nexus 7
Amazon Kindle HD

TOP 20 SOCIAL GAMES MONTHLY GAMES REVENUE | STORE BREAKDOWN:
JANUARY 2013

$ 4.700.000

$ 24.000.000

26

%

3

25
%

1%

US
IPAD

45%

30
%

EU

43%

8

IPHONE
PLAYSTORE

Source: Newzoo /Distimo
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Top Social-Casino Games January 2013|
iPhone | Europe
Game

Publisher

Ranking in Games
Top 200

Poker by Zynga

Zynga

12

Texas Poker

KAMAGAMES LTD

18

Slotomania - Slot Machines

Playtika LTD

34

Bingo Bash

BitRhymes Inc.

63

Slots - Pharaoh's Way

CERVO MEDIA GMBH

69

Coin Dozer

Game Circus LLC

77

Big Fish Casino –
Free Slots, Poker, Blackjack and More!

Big Fish Games, Inc

79

World Series of Poker

Electronic Arts

105

GameTwist Slots

Funstage Spielewebseiten
Betriebsges.m.b.H.

127

Big Fish Casino UK - Free and RealMoney Slots, Poker, Blackjack and More!

Big Fish Games, Inc

153

Okey Plus

Peak Games

158

Slots™

Shark Party

175

Bingo Rush by Buffalo Studios

Buffalo Studios

181

Lucky Slots

Blue Shell Games, LLC

198

Top Social-Casino Games January 2013|
iPad | US
Game

Publisher

Ranking in Games
Top 200

Bingo Bash HD

BitRhymes Inc.

4

Big Fish Casino – Free Slots,
Poker, Blackjack and More!

Big Fish Games, Inc

5

DoubleDown Casino - Slots

Double Down Interactive

7

Slotomania HD - Slot Machines

Playtika LTD

8

GSN Casino

Game Show Network

13

Slotomania - Slot Machines

Playtika LTD

14

Slots - Pharaoh's Way

CERVO MEDIA GMBH

23

Poker by Zynga

Zynga

24

BINGO Blitz by Buffalo Studios

Buffalo Studios

27

Slots™

Shark Party

46

Poker HD by Zynga

Zynga

48

Bingo Blingo

SGN

50

Slots Journey HD

FishSticks Games

62

Texas Poker

KAMAGAMES LTD

64

World Series of Poker

Electronic Arts

79
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Top Social-Casino Games January 2013|
iPAD | Europe
Game

Publisher

Ranking in Games
Top 200

Poker by Zynga

Zynga

18

Bingo Bash HD

BitRhymes Inc.

21

Poker HD by Zynga

Zynga

40

Texas Poker

KAMAGAMES LTD

43

Slots - Pharaoh's Way

CERVO MEDIA GMBH

50

Slotomania HD - Slot Machines

Playtika LTD

61

Big Fish Casino – Free Slots Poker, Blackjack and More! Big Fish Games, Inc

85

World Series of Poker

Electronic Arts

90

DoubleDown Casino - Slots

Double Down Interactive

93

Slotomania - Slot Machines

Playtika LTD

96

Coin Dozer for iPad

Game Circus LLC

102

BINGO Blitz by Buffalo Studios

Buffalo Studios

108

GameTwist Slots

Funstage Spielewebseiten
Betriebsges.m.b.H.

145

Slots™

Shark Party

166

Bingo Blingo

SGN

198

Top Social-Casino Games January 2013|
Google Play | Europe
Game

Publisher

Ranking in Games
Top 200

Zynga Poker

Zynga

7

Texas Poker

KamaGames

15

Legend of the Cryptids

Applibot Inc.

16

Live Hold'em Poker Pro

Dragonplay

23

Slot City - slot machines

Dragonplay

27

Slotomania - slot machines

Playtika

38

Bingo Bash

BitRhymes Inc

45

Coin Dozer

Game Circus LLC

51

GameTwist Slots

Funstage Spielewebseiten
Betriebsges.m.b.H

64

DH Texas Poker

DroidHen

101

Texas HoldEm Poker Deluxe

IGG.COM

103

World Series of Poker

EA Swiss Sarl

119

BINGO Blitz by Buffalo Studios

Buffalo Studios, LLC

122

Best Casino Slots

diwip ltd

134

Deutsch Texas Hold'em

Boyaa

147
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Top Social-Casino Games January 2013|
iPhone | US
Game

Publisher

Ranking in Games
Top 200

Big Fish Casino – Free Slots,
Poker, Blackjack and More!

Big Fish Games, Inc

9

Slotomania - Slot Machines

Playtika LTD

11

Poker by Zynga

Zynga

16

Bingo Bash

BitRhymes Inc.

24

DoubleDown Casino - Slots

Double Down Interactive

32

GSN Casino

Game Show Network

33

Slots - Pharaoh's Way

CERVO MEDIA GMBH

40

Texas Poker

KAMAGAMES LTD

45

Jackpot Party Casino - Slots

Phantom EFX

56

Slots Journey

FishSticks Games

62

Lucky Slots

Blue Shell Games, LLC

71

Bingo Rush by Buffalo Studios

Buffalo Studios

85

Bingo Run

TiniDream Studios

87

Slots™

Shark Party

96

BINGO Blitz by Buffalo Studios

Buffalo Studios

106

Top Social-Casino Games January 2013|
Google Play | US
Game

Publisher

Ranking in Games
Top 200

Slotomania - slot machines

Playtika

6

Slot City - slot machines

Dragonplay

7

Zynga Poker

Zynga

9

Live Hold'em Poker Pro

Dragonplay

11

DoubleDown Casino - Slots

Double Down Interactive, LLC.

13

Bingo Bash

BitRhymes Inc

14

BINGO Blitz by Buffalo Studios

Buffalo Studios, LLC

17

Legend of the Cryptids

Applibot Inc.

18

GSN Casino

GSN.com

22

Texas Poker

KamaGames

34

Best Casino Slots

diwip ltd

41

Big Fish Casino

Big Fish Games

46

Texas HoldEm Poker Deluxe

IGG.COM

47

Slot Galaxy HD Slot Machines

Galaxy Star Entertainment

48

Slots Journey

Murka

53
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9 The future of
traditional gaming,
social casino and
real-money gambling
Looking at the growth of each
industry over the next three
years
The future of the traditional gaming market
The traditional games market will continue to undergo
dramatic changes, ultimately driven by consumers.
Only five years ago consumers played games primarily
using the PC and TV screen. The uptake of smartphones
and tablets has since doubled the number of screens
used by gamers, as well the number of paying players
worldwide. The industry is expected to maintain a
healthy growth rate in the coming years, fueled by
the continuous uptake of mobile and social gaming, the
growth of emerging markets, and the upcoming new
generation of consoles and other providers bringing
games to connected TVs.
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There are five key trends
that are shaping and
defining the future of this
market:
1.	More Screens
Only five years ago, gamers played mainly
on two screens: The TV and the PC. With
the arrival of the smartphone and tablet,
that number has since doubled, giving room
for more time and money spent on gaming.
For now, gamers spread their budget across
multiple screens.

2.	Free Games
Consumers have gotten used to the idea of
playing a game intensely, before they decide
to spend money. Low quality free games are
becoming history, as new lucrative business
models are proving successful.

3. Games are Services
As monetization now takes place within the
game at a moment the consumer chooses,
publishers and developers are even more
incentivized to keep their gamer engaged
as long as possible. Beta periods are crucial
involving the gamers in the final settings of the
game.

4.	Business Model Balancing Act
Now that games are services, the business
model requires continuous balancing between
value for the consumer and profit for the
publisher. Monetization of the game should
keep free gamers happy and provide room for
spending by the “whales”. The launch of a game
is just the start...

emerging markets are a necessary part of any
game company’s strategy.
The biggest challenge for large traditional game
companies is the fact that running games as
a service requires a different organizational
structure and different competence. It is not
surprising that the games showing the biggest
growth are developed by relatively new companies, set up to run games as a service from day
one. Key examples are; Riot Games (League
of Legends), Wargaming.net (World of Tanks),
Kabam (Kingdoms of Camelot) and SuperCell
(Clash of Clans).

The future of social casino is heavily
dependent on whether there is likely
to be any form of regulation
introduced. It remains very unlikely
that it will be considered to be a
sub-section of real-money gambling,
due to the inability to cash out
winnings, according to a spokesman
for the UK Gambling Commission:
“The key question for the Commission is
whether or not a gambling-style product on a
social gaming website is gambling as defined
under the Gambling Act 2005 – more often
than not it isn’t,” the spokesman explained.
“The gambling industry is innovative and
technological advances are testing the boundaries of the Act so we monitor what is going
on across a wide range of activities, whether
on-line or terrestrial, such as lotteries, gaming
machine sales and including social gaming sites,
to ensure that unlicensed gambling – as defined
by the Act – is not taking place,” he added.

5. Global Market Place
The games market is now, per definition, a
global playground. Online connectivity allows
companies to localize and launch games
anywhere on the planet. To secure growth,
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A similar regulatory model to the egaming
sector could be massively damaging to the
social casino sector, as Plumbee CEO Raf
Keustermans explains: “The big advantage
that the social gaming sector has, is that it is a
global market, with companies operating one
game working across all territories. This gives
you economies of scale, with one centralized
system and centralized host for the product.
If we see what happened with the gambling
industry it’s going to make that impossible; if
countries all adopt their own individual models
of regulation it becomes totally unsustainable,”
Any regulation of the social gaming sector
is likely to be driven by a need for player
protection, particularly of minors. As a result,
regulation is likely to come in the form of age
restrictions to games. Due to a lack of restrictions to prevent younger players from playing
gambling-style games, it is feasible that this
will come in the form of enforced age restrictions, similar to the model introduced in Japan,
where the kompu gacha mechanic – seen as too
similar to gambling – has been banned. High
5 Games has even restricted its High 5 Casino
app to players over the age of 18, and still

PAYVISION

managed to hit more than 1 million Monthly
Active Users (MAU), leading to some industry
commentators to suggest that social casino
would not be massively affected by such a ban
due to the fact that player demographics tend
to skew older.
Revenue growth is likely to be affected by if,
or when regulation is introduced for example,
while the sector is expected to growth to
US$2.5bn by 2015, this could fluctuate wildly.
For example, DoubleDown Casino is expected
to see revenues spike to $110.9m, according
to SuperData Research – up 27% from 2012
takings of $87m – the research firm expects
them to plateau after that, declining to around
$77.8m by 2015 and remain flat around that
rate.

To date player numbers have soared
160% since May 2010 – when social
casino’s market share of the overall
social gaming sector was around
15% - with market share reaching
a high of 32.6%, before declining to
31% in October 2012. Essentially this
means that the genre has seen MAU
doubling from year to year.
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10 Payments
How people pay to play
US

EU*

France

Netherlands

China

South
Korea*

18.9

17.9

1.9

0.45

57.4

1.9

Online Payment
Service

26%

28%

19%

36%

34%

11%

Credit Card

25%

19%

41%

16%

20%

30%

Prepaid
Card/Voucher

21%

13%

6%

2%

8%

2%

Text Messaging

14%

11%

19%

5%

8%

51%

Direct Debit/
Standing Order

14%

12%

5%

5%

6%

6%

Phone
(toll number)

9%

9%

15%

13%

9%

8%

Online Bank
Account

8%

13%

5%

32%

44%

10%

Transaction
Form/Invoice

7%

9%

7%

2%

2%

1%

#Paying Social Gamers
(millions)

* Aggregate of UK, Germany, France, Spain, Italy, Belgium & Netherlands
* Basedon 2011 Data

The figures shown in the above table outline the
preferred payment methods of social gamers across
the US, EU and Asia. New up to date figures on key Asian
markets - Taiwan, Japan, China and South Korea, will be
made available in the coming weeks. Please subscribe to
our social media channels* in order to access this data
as soon as it becomes available.
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Payments are derived in a large part through
the iOS platform in social casino, due to the
safe and securely integrated solutions provided
by Apple. This is yet to be replicated on Android,
despite Google’s platform becoming more
secure for payments following its Jelly Bean 4.2
upgrade.
Other options, such as prepaid cards and solutions provided by companies like PayPal and
Skrill are also increasingly popular, though are
traditionally more widely accepted in the online
gambling sector. Such offerings allow players
to set spending limits and give an extra level of
security, by providing a separate wallet to bank
accounts, which account for a significant, yet
smaller percentage of transactions in the sector.

Prepaid solutions
are frequently used,
especially in Central
European territories like
Germany, where people are
less likely to use credit or
direct debit cards to make
in-game deposits, and in
the United States, where
they are widely available
from convenience stores.
Credit cards remain popular; around 25% of
US players use credit cards to buy virtual
items in social games, compared to 21% of
EU players (an amalgamation of UK, Germany,
France, Spain, Italy, Belgium & Netherlands).,
despite a block on 7995-coded transactions –
which referred to transactions related to casinos
or betting – stopping players from making
payments to gambling sites in the lead-up to

the implementation of the Unlawful Internet
Gambling Enforcement Act (UIGEA) of 2006.
However, this mainly affected MasterCard
payments.
Direct carrier billing may become a key
payment method in the near future. Direct
carrier billing -in-game payments added to
phone bills, rather than internet tariffs- is
one of the most intriguing emerging payment
methods, as it would allow for a seamless
experience. As mobile cements itself as a core
gaming platform, it is likely that these solutions
will become increasingly popular.

While there are numerous options
to facilitate in-game payments, it is
important to remember that only a
small percentage of players actually
monetize. For example, there are
around 800 million people playing
social games (173 million playing
social casino) worldwide, but in the
US - which is the largest market for
social casino globally - just 18.9
million users actually monetize. In
Europe, just 17.9 million players
monetize across the United Kingdom,
Germany, France, Spain, Italy, Belgium
and the Netherlands.

* Payvision Social Media Channels:
•

Blog:
blog.payvision.com/

•

Twitter:
twitter.com/payvision

•

YouTube:
www.youtube.com/payvisioncom

•

Linkedin:
www.linkedin.com/company/payvision

•

Slide Share:
www.slideshare.net/payvision

•

Facebook:
www.facebook.com/Payvision
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11 Glossary of terms
A.	Casual & social games: Games played
on or downloaded from dedicated gaming
portals or games played within social
networks such as Facebook or Google+.

F. Social casino: Free-to-play games which
feature gambling mechanics, distributed
through social networks and mobile platforms.

B.	Mobile games: Games played on mobile
(smart) phone, iPod Touch, iPad or any
other tablet or mobile device.

G. Free-to-play games: Games which can
be played at no cost to the player, in which
additional chips or bonus features that
give players a special advantage can be
purchased.

C.	MMO games: All Multiplayer Online games,
often referred to as MMOs or MMORPGs
Massive Multiplayer Online Role-Playing
(e.g. World of Warcraft, Dofus, Star Wars
the Old Republic, League of Legends). Also
includes online communities, casual Memos
and virtual worlds that are based around
social interaction and entertainment (e.g.
IVO, HabboHotel, Moshi Monsters and
Farmerama).
D.	Console gaming: Games played on an
Xbox, PlayStation, Wii, DS, PSP and other
consoles.

H. eGaming: Online gambling
I.

iOS: Apple’s mobile platform and a key
platform for mobile gaming.

J.	Android: Google’s mobile platform and an
increasingly vital gaming platform.
K.	DAU and MAU: Daily Active Users and
Monthly Active Users

E.	PC/Mac gaming: Games installed on a PC,
laptop or Mac before playing. They can be
downloaded from websites or services such
as Steam or purchased as boxed product
(CD/DVD).
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12 About the
publishers & editors
12.1 About eGaming Review
eGaming Review (eGR) is the best read and
most respected publication in the industry,
with consistent exclusive news, interviews and
comment from the most influential people.
As the industry‘s only monthly publication,
eGaming Review is able offer its readers more
up-to-date insight and expert opinion on the

big new stories than any other eGaming business title. eGR is supported by a dedicated
website, eGRMagazine.com which features
up-to-the-minute coverage of breaking news,
people moves and opinion from across the
eGaming industry. www.egrmagazine.com

12.2 About Newzoo
Newzoo is the leading global market research
firm focused purely on the games market.
The company provides its clients with a mix
of primary consumer research, transactional
data and financial analysis across all continents,

screens and business models. Companies
that subscribe to Newzoo’s services and data
include Valve, Plantronics, Nvidia, ChangYou,
GlobalCollect, Microsoft, EA, Coca-Cola and Visa.
www.newzoo.com.

12.3 About Payvision
Founded in 2002 by Rudolf Booker, Payvision is
a fast growing, independent Payment Solution
Provider specialized in Global Card Payments
for the e-Commerce market. Payvision offers
Acquiring Banks, Agents, Payment Service
Providers, ISO, MSPs and their Merchants
a secure PCI DSS Compliant, PSD Licensed
International Payment Processing Network
enhanced with innovative technology
Over the past decade, Payvision has consistently
expanded its geographical footprint across the
continents, resulting in vast knowledge and
insight in the complexity of Card Payments and

PAYVISION

e-commerce, in a global market subject to great
challenges such as unprecedented technological
innovations, changing business needs and an
increasingly demanding regulatory landscape.

Payvision’ s experience in the
different international regions has
resulted in a global network of
global acquiring banks, connecting
over 300 trusted business partners
with more than 5000 web merchants
worldwide, for which we process
over 100 million transactions a year.
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Payvision, an independent global card
processor, offers international payment
service providers and ISOs unprecedented
business opportunities by connecting them
to acquiring banks in our global card
payment network. Payvision has the inhouse expertise to offer global domestic
acquiring for cross-border e-commerce.
Payvision provides its customers with:

One payment
platform for
global card
processing
• Global domestic acquiring
with the same quality in
each region
• 150+ transaction currencies 

• One single high-end
reporting interface for
worldwide transactions
• One internationally
approved risk and underwriting protocol
• Cost reduction and optimization for profitable
cross-border e-commerce
• 24/7 support

and regional card settlement currencies
• Risk and fraud management
solutions

For more information visit www.payvision.com
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PAYVISION
Global Card Processing

Offices
Amsterdam | New York | Utah |
Madrid | Paris | London | Berlin |
Singapore | Tokyo | Hong Kong |
Macau | Auckland |

Please visit
www.payvision.com for more information.

Media contact:
press@payvision.com
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